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ABSTRACT
Sinct 1974, when the Supreme Court concluded in
"Gertz v. 'Robert Welch, Inc." that public figures and private figures
deserve different treatment under libel law (with privateligures
needing a lower standard of proOf), most lower courts have had to,
sort out the two categories."From the results in "Gertz" and other
cases, three questLons-have emerged that seem crucial in arawing the
public/private line: (1) Is there controversy at all, and is it truly
"public" and not just newslvarthy?'(2) Has the plaintiff voluntarily
done something to inject hiinself or-herself into the controversy? and
-(3) Did the plaintiff enter the controversy in an effort to influence
'the'outcome? In,17 cases since "Gertz," nearly two-thirds of the
corporations"have been adjudged private figures, and two-thirds of
these have won favorable decisions Answering each of,the three
questions has been difficult for fhecourts, and the answers given
are not entirelx,consistent. Unlike corporate plaintiffs, business
people suing tht media since "Gextz" were found to be public figures
in 7 out of la cases. At the same time, those,jud§ed private figures
were more successful. Answering the three questions for business
people seems even more difficult and messy than for corporate
plajntiffs.. Still, when taken together, more than half of both
business people and corporate plaintiffs have been found to be
'private figures, a result that may not bode well for tpe press. lb
protect'thempelves, journalists must carefully consider.the courts'
criteria, but at the.same time, "they should not alrow fear of libel
to stifle their business reporting. (JL)
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THE PUBLIC/PRIVATE FIGURE STATUS
OF CORPORATE AND EXECUTIVE
LIBEL PLAINTIFFS AFTER GERTZ
Robert E."Drechsel
Deborah Moon

Since 1974, when the U.S. Supreme Court concluded hat public
figures and private,figures dese;we'different treatment under libel
Cr,

law, most lower courts have had to sort out the two categories.
.

The task has been neither easy nor predictable.

I

"Defining public'

figures,". dne judge has written, "i-s muc# like trying to nail a

jellyfish to the wall."

2

Yet the'decision iS vitally impOrtant,

'It-

,
0

can meap the difference i

the outcome(Of a,case sj.nce private figure

A

plaintiffs generally need to show less fault than public figure
plaintiffs to' win their cases.3

This paper examines the public/private dichotomy since
Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc.

4

in the context of corporate and

business/executive libel plaintiffs in suits against the media.
Franklin's studies of defamation litigation illustrate the
significance of these plaintiffs.

bne study indicated that.nearly

half of the'allegedly defamatory statements in appellate cases involved.
.5

business crime di. seridus moral failing in business.

The same study

found that "plaiintiffs charged with moral failings related to business

were very successful."

6

-In a second study, Franklin found that a third

of all libel plaintiffs in a four-year period could be categorized as

"

manufacturin or business owners and managers, business corporations
or nonpiofit corporations.

7

Meanwhile, the news media maintain an

active interest in economic', business and consumer reporting, and,
in fact, have been criticized for not doing more.

8

This paper-first briefly discusses basic principles of libel law
involving corporations and business owners and executives.

9

It then

traces the development of the public/private figure distinction
beginning with Gertz.

Cases since Qertz in which the publicgtprivate

status of corporate and executive plaintiffs has been addressed are
examined, and implicatTons for tfie press and business are cOnsidered.
,

Libel of Corporations and Busines5'men
.

Corporations may sue for defamation affecting their business,

property or credit -- that is,'for defamatory statements affecting theif
prestige and standing in business.

110

Corporations are not considered

to hive reputations in an); personal sense.

Therefore, they cannot be

defamed by some Words that would be actionable ff published about the
purely personal reputation of a natural Person.

11

A related question is whether corporatfons, because hey lack
purely personal reputations, should under any circumstances be treated
the same as natural-person libel plaintiffs.
Co. v. Butts

12

After Cdrtis Publishing'

and until Gertz, corporate libel plaintiffs were often

required to prove "actual malice", -- i.e., reckless disregard for the

truth or publication of a known falsehood

1.3

-- because they were

involyed in matters held to be of public coneern.

14

Gertz refocused attention on the'public/private status of fhe
plaintiff'rather than on the public's interest in the isSue over which

a

-3-

the defamation arose. (In so doing, the-court explicitly backed away
frOM Rosenbloom "v. Metromedia,

15

in which a badly divided court had

extended the New York Times v. Sullivan "actual malice" standard

1
6-

to

all libA cases arising put of discussion of matters of public or
T

'

general concern.

17

Under Rosenbloolt, the public or private status of

the Naintiff was irrelevant.

Blit in Gertt, after analyzing the

reasoning of_Rosenbloom, the court concluded that, although,the "actual
4

malice" standard is,ju*ifiably applied to public offitials ,and public
figures, 'tthe /state interest in compensating injury topithe,reputation

of private individuals requires that a diffeKent rule should obtain

wit

respect to them."

18

Consequently, the

col

head,

'so long as

they do noe impose'liability without fault, the States.may def.ine
P

for themselveS the ap.propriae slgandard of liability 1011, a imbfisher or
V-

19

broadcastei of defamatory falsehood injurioUs to a.private individual."
In other words, private figure libel plaintiffs need no longer prove
"actual malice."
'-But Gertz was a natural person -- an attorney --sand the Supreme,

Court has not subseq4ettly ruled'on any libel case involving a Corporate
;

plaintiff.

26

Was the public/private distinction in Gertz intended to

apply to corporate plapttiffs?
'

At least one court has_argued "nt."

Libel of a corporation does

not involve the "essential dignity and worth of every human being," said
,the court in Martin Marihtta Corp. v. Evening Star Newspaper Co.land,

consequently, corporate libel is not a "basic of our constitutional
system."

21

Since a corporation "never has a priyate life to lose'," the

court reasoned, it makes no sense:to apply the Gerez public/private
0
p.

distinction22

,

t

\..

t

.

1

But Martin Marietta appedrs not to have been persuasive.
.

.-.

.

23

A district court in Trans World Accounts, Inc. v. Associated Press

R.

specifically di8agree& with Martin Marietta's reasoning'on the applicability
Gertz embraced the publit/privatt

of Gertz to corporate plaintiffs.

d
1

distinctioriwithouc qualification, the court concluded, and there.is no
difference between the protectible reputatthnal interests of corpbrations
and those of individbals.
,

st.

24

fAnd'as a practical matter, thenatur.al-

.

..
.

.

person/corporati!on line is often fuzzy.
,

n

25

Other courts have preferttd

_ -

...

the reasoning of.Trans Worla-to that_of"Martin Marietta',
..;

26

but,more

..
.

,

often, the corporation/natural person distinction hasinot been directly
1
.

addressed._ Rather, ctourt
,

.,

have'impliedly refused to make theAistinction

and proceeded to categoiiiecorporateplaintiffs as eithtr pub4c

)igures 'or private persons.

27

When the plaintiff is a business owner or executive, tbecorporation/natural person distinction is irrelevadt.

An owner or
t-

executive may.sue for defamatory,statements'that prejudice him_in his
r_

.

28

,business, occupation,'Oployment or_office.-

But statements defamatory

of one's business,or corporation itself are not inherently defamatory
of the individual, nor art defathatory statements about the individual
4

"cinherently defamatory of the buSiness'or-corpor

on "unless the words

are such, in the light of the connection between them, A todefame
both."29

Evolution of Public/Private FiguresDoctrine Since,Gertz
In Gertz, the
Supreme Court concluded-that private,.persolis deserve
4
k

.

more rep tationAl protection than public figures and'public officia4
4
e the.latter have generally voluntarily and knowingly expostd
bec
,

.

6

themselves to closer public scrutiny and because they cane mOre easily

hrlp themsekyes when verballY attacked.

3a

The court sdggested broad

guidelines for distinguishing puPlic figures from private persons:and
divided public figures,into three categorieS: all-purpose, invbluntary

and voluntary limited-purpose [hereinafterlimiteti-purposel.

31

According to the court, allipurpose public figures ocCupy_positions
of "persuasive power and influence"32 and achieve'"pervasilie faMe or
notoriety.",3

3

Involuntary public figures are hardly drined.at all.

The Court said only that hypothetically a person might become a public

figure "through no purposeful action_of his own, but the instances of
tally involuntary public figures must be exceedingly_sare."34' LiMited.

purpose public figures, on the other hand, '"have thrust themselVes to

the forefiqnt of particular public controversies in order to influence
4

N

the resolution of the issues inValved."35

When a plaintiff is arguably

a limited-purpose public figure, the courts must look to "the nature
and extent of an individual's participation in the particular/controversy
giring Tise' to the defamation" to see whether he "thrtst himself into

the vortex of this public issue" or engaged "the public's attention in
an attempt to infl ence its outcome."
The couri has

36

llowed up in three subsequent cases.

In Time, Inc.

v. Firestone, it found a prominentrsocialite who was involved in a

divorce and lho held press conferences to discuss'the divorce case to
be a private person.

37

The court focused on the nature of the controversje'
4.

(the divorce), the voluntarifieSs of the plaintiff's involvemenr_in it,

and the degree to which the plaintiff attempted to influence.its ofitcome.

The court distinguished "public controversies"'from "all controversies

of interest to the public," and found that Mary Alice firestone's divorce

0

-6-

was "not the sort of.'public controversy' referred to in Gertz."

38

Then the court concluded that, although the divorce may have become
1

public,when the Fitestones went td N63urt, they were compelled to go tp

court.by the state to seek the relief they wanted.

39

Finally, even

though Mrs. Firestone held press conferences to discuss the'divorce
0

case, the'court.found that she was merely accommodating reporters!
desire,for information, not trying to influence the'outcome of the case.

40

In other words, there was no "pub.lic" controversy, nor did the plaintiff
i

voluntarily injedt herSelf into a controversy, nor did she attempt to

.

.

inf4ence a controve Its outcome.
:Three years later, the/court held two more libel plaintiffs to be
A

private(persons.

.

-

The,.plaintiff in Hutchinson v. Proxmire was a

icientist,conducting research funded by the g.s. government.
;Plaintiff in Wolpton v. Reafder's Digest was

41

.The

a man who, in the late

1950S, was held in contempt for failing to obey a subpoena frdm a grand
jury investigating Soviet espionage.

42

In Hutchinson, the court was unable to identify any specific

b ic controversy other than a general concern about public expenditures.

43

was,Hutchinson's application for and acceptance of federal yesearch
1
k

funding the equivalent of thrusting himself into a controyersy, much fess
attempting -o../influence its outcome.

44

Further, the court noted,.

"

whatever controversy there was came about as a result of the defamatory
fr
45
statements themselves -- in this case, a senator's "Golden Fleece Award.."
\

And whatever access Hutchinson had to th' e media to defend himself came

After the defamation and was limited to replying to it.

46

Such access,

the court noted, is not "the regular and continuing access.to the media
47

that is one pf the accouterments of having become a public figure."

C.

I

In Wolston, the court reiterated that being newsworthy and being

a public figure are not the same%

Given that a grand jury investigation

of Soviet espionage may have been a public controversy, the court
nevertheless conCluded that Wolston s refusal to bonor a subpoena --

apparently becauseof poor health -- was not voluntiry injection into

.

the controversy and certainly.not.an attempt to influence the outcom
of any issue.

48

Taken together, Gertz, Firestone, Hutchinson and Wolston suggest
that at least three questions are crucial in drawing the public/private
line:

Is there a controversy at all, and, if' so, is it truly a "public

controversy," not just a newsworthy one?
.

Has the plaintiff voluntarily

done anything at all to inject himself into the controversy?

Did the

plaintiff purpogely enterrthe controversy ifi an.effort to influence its
outCome?

If the answerto any of these questions is "no," it is likely
4:19

that the plaintiff is not a limited-purpose public figure

Further, it seems clear that the controversy cannot have been
.0-

;

created by the media via the defamation itself, but ought to have
preceded the defamation.

lAnd, although the degree of a plaintiff's

access to the media is apparently an important factor; such access must
be broader and more pervasive than merely the access generated by the
defamation itself.

The Public/Private Status of Corporations
,An examination of 17 cases since Gertz in which corporate

plaintiffs have sued the media for libel and in which the public/private
distinction has been addressed reveals that nearly two-thirds of the
50

corpOrations11.ave been adjudged private figures.

Perhaps more

-

importantly, nearly tWo-thirds of the private-figure corporations have
won favorable,court rulings of one type or another.

51

Among these

favorable rulings are reversals o'f summary judgment for defendants

and denial of summary judgment for defendants.

The correlation between plaintiffs' success and decisions finding
them to be private figures is even more striking if we consider the
cases in which the corporations lost despite geing found to be private
In one appeal, the case was remanded because the trial court

figures.

had not actually applipd Gertz.
damages.

52

A jury had awardCd the plaintiff

In another, the defendant prevailed because there had been

no direct libel of the fitm.

53

And in a third, the corporate plaintiff

was unable to show even negligence by the defendant.

54

Cloter examination of the cases indicates, not surprisingly, that

the lowqr courts have fccused consistently on the factors suggested by
the U.S. Supreme Court when distinguishing public from private figures.

Public Controversy?
In some respects, whether or not the defamation involves a public
controversy may be the most slippery question o'f all.

The corporate-

plaintiff cases appear to be consistent in suggesting that the news
media cannot single-handedly create a public controversy.

55

But the

plaintiff may not have created the controversy either; a third party
may be responsible.

56

The cases further suggest that separating public

controversies from matters that are merely newsworthy can be tricky
and unpredictable.

57

Even the word "controversy" may elude easy

definition.

For example, in Rancho La Costa v. Superior Court, an article

accusing a resort of being a headquarters for organized crime was held

-9, .
>

not to involve a public controversy because there is no public
controversy over the desirability df organized ciime.

58

Likewise, a

federal aPpeals court in 'Bruno & gtillman, Inc. v. Globe Newspaper

concluded that "the mere selling of.produdts itself cannot easily,be
59

A state court in Vegod Corp. v.

deemed a public controversy."

American Broadcasting Cos. agreed, adding that the availability and
quality of goods are matters of public interest, but that does not
A

mean they dre a public controversy.

60

And a federal district court in

General Products v. Meredith found that an article implying that a
chlmney manufacturer's products were hazardous.di'd not involve a public

controversy because there was no public controversy surrounding that
61

type of chimney.

On the other hand, a meat seller was found to be a public figure
at least in part because through an advertising blitz, it "invited public

vtention, comment, and criticism.'

,62

And two insurance companies were

held to be public figures in part because of.the "public interest" in
such companies and becaLthe insurance companies are closely regulated by
-government.

63

qn ariother case, a debt collection company was found to

become a limited public figure when the Federal Trade Commission issued
a complaint against it -- a matter,.the court'said, of great interest
to the public.64

These decisions muddy the public interest/public

controversy distinction.

Perhaps the issuance of an FTC complaint is

distinguishable from a divorce case (such as that in'Firestone) because

the pubiic interest in the former is something more than mere curiosity.
But is the public controversy threshold reached by insurance companies
because the public is interested in them and beCause they are closely
5

If so, how are they to.be distinguished from many other

regulated?

corporations subjected to state regulation?

And if a:meat seller in

.

.'eSsence creates public controversy simply by advertising its products,

how is such a business distinguishable from others'who advertise?
Until the Supreme Court provides clearer directions, such
inconsistenty is inevitable, and journalists and libel plaintiffs must

,

continue to guess whether'any particular issue will be held td be a
public controversy.

Voluntary Injection into Controversy?

Given the existence of a public controversy, what must a corporate
plaintiff have done to have voluntarily injected itself into that
controversy?

Again, the cases appear neither as consistent nor predictable as
Although corporations,must actually do something

would be desi,rable.

to inject theMselves into-controversies, and although what they do must

be related to the subject of the alleged defamation, thethreshold at
which iniection is found to occur varies considerably.
Being recognized in its field
insufficient.

66

65

or being open'to the publiO is
Advertising

The corporation must actually do something.

)

alone may or may not be enough,
effort may well be.

68

67

but a significant_public relations

Nor does a corporation's involyement in litigation
-.69

necessarily amount to voluntary injection into a controversy

The"

situation may be different, however, when the Corporation has engaged
in conduct that has led to the filing ok a Complaint by a government
agency.

70

Finally, merely the offering of stock for sale to the public

may be Construed as injection into a controversy.

71

eemingly extraneous factors may be playin

.

qTwo

a role in lower

court determinations of corporate public figure status:

how large>and

prominent the corporation is, and how sensitive the courts are to the
For example, in Reliance Insurance Co.

value of reporting to consumers.

v. Barron's, the court's finding of public figure status appeared
grounded in part on, the fact that Reliance is a large corporation with
of,dollars in assets.

72

In American Benefit Life Insurance

C9. v. McIntyre, the court noted that, "the insurance business has long

bpen held to be clothed with the public interest, and the power and
in fluence of such a business over society cannot be ignored."73

And in

Martin Marietta, the Court noted that the corporation was the 20th,
largest U.S. defense contractor.

74

In at least twO cases, courts have approvingly noted the value of
conSumer-oriented reporting.

!trifle yublic interest is well served by

0

encouraging the free press.to investigate and comment on business and
coiporate affairs in th; same manner as it would report on other public
75

iSsues,",said the court in Reliance'Insurance.

And in Steaks Unlimited

v. Deaner, the court observed that; "[c]onsumer reporting enables
citizens.to make better informed purchasing decisions.

Regardless of

whether particular statements made by consumer reporters are precisely
accurate, it ds.nece'ssary to insulate them from the vicissitudes of
76

ordinary civil litigation in order to foster...First Amendment goals...."
In a third case, Trans World Accounts, Inc. v. Associated Press, the
court noted the value of publicity for Federal Trade Commission
complaints both to the public and as a Weapon for FTC enfOrcement
policy.

77

The relationship is striking betyeen courts' sensitivity-4Q the
valtie of corisumer reporting, or to the significance of corporate size
and\prominence, and the threshold at which "injeiction" occurs.

In

effect, the more significance a court attaches to corporate size and

prominence'and/or to ihe value of consumer reporting, the less a
-/

corporation,must do to voluntarily inject, itself into a controversy.
For example,''in Reliance Insurance, where the court noted the

potporation's size, it found the corporation to have injected itself
into a publics controversy merely by offering stock to the public.

78

But in'Brpno & Stillman, Inc. v. Globe Newspaper, where the court found
corporate prominence and success irrelevant, it found no injection.

79

Likewipe, in Steaks Unlimited, where the court was sensitive to the
value of consumer reporting, mere advertising of a sale was found to be
'

"injection."

80

But in Vegod Corp. v. American Broadcasting Cos., Wheie

the court concluded that "criticism of commercial conduct does not
deserve the special protection of the actual malice test," advertising
14ag found not to be "injection."

81

Courts tha't find iffrelevant, or refuse to consider, corporate

prominence and size ortthe value.of consumer reporting may well be the

more closely in line with the Supreme.Court'S position.

Consideration

of these factors may be more akin to the reasoning of Rosenbloom than
to that of Gertz, and-allow too broad a definition of public figures

to suit

the Supreme Court.

Attempt to Influence?
Relatively few corporate-plaintiff cases haVe directly reached the
question of what may be defined as a plaintiff's 'attempt to influence

-13-

This may well be because courts

the outcome of a public controversy.
can often avoid reaching the question.

It need not be asked if there

was no pu6lic controversy to begin with, or if ther,e was no'voluntary
injection into that controversy.

But if there is a public controversy

and there was,voluntary injection into it, then there must also be an
attempt to influence its outcome before public figure status is attained.
Once again, the corporation must actually do something, and

apparently something beyond just being voluntarily involved in a
controversy.

Otherwise, voluntary involvement would inherently implY

attempt to influence, and Gertz_!s seeming distinction between the two
would be mere redundancy.

Further, the attempt to influence must

involve the issue over which the defamation arose.

A public relations campaign may well signify attempt to influence -as long as it pertains to the issue in question.

82

does not necessArily signify attempt to influence,
media publicity about a corporation.

84

Advertising alone
83

nor does previous

Nor does evidence that a

t

corporation has had considerable access to the media inherently demonstrate
intent to influence.
.

85

But in the "influence" question, too, there is confusion.

Part of

the problem is that, even when they find voluntary.injection, courts
It remains

don't always proceed clearly to the influence question.

implied."

A second problem is illustrated by Steaks Unlimited and

American Benefit Life.

In Steaks Unlimited, the court found that through

its advertising blitz, the corporation "invited public attention, comment,
and criticism."

87

In American Benefit Life, the court noted that the

corporation was one that invited attention and comment.

88

But surely

there is a distinction'between corporations that invite attention and

1,1

-14-

comment and those fhat actually attempt.to influence the outcome of
Whether a cotporation has invited attention and

public controversies.

comment may be relevant directly in a situation where a defendant is

employing a common-law fair comment defense, but it is less directly
relevant for sorting out limited purpose public figures undel$Gertz.
Courts that use the "inviting 'attention and Comment" standard may
K
In Gert, the Sil-Preme Court said
in fact be reading Gertz backward.

that because a plaintiff yoluntarily injects himself into a public
controversy to influence its outcome, he becomes a public figure.who
0.

consequently invites attention and comment.

89

But one does not necessarily

r:s^

become a limited purpose publicMguret merely because one invites
attention and comment.

Media 'Access Available?

The Supreme Court in Gertz did not seem explicitly to make
plaintiffs' media access a crucial factot in the definition of public
figures.

But the court did emphasize the importance of self-help to'

the defamed and noted that public figures generally 'enjoy a degree of

media access that makes self-help relatively easier for them.

90

Some

lower courts, however, have treated the availability of media access as
an important distinguishing characteristic of public figures.

The relevant measure of access is apparently not that available
only for response once alleged defamation has occurred, but rather
the extent of access a corporation has generally.

91

Further, although

one court has apparently implied the contrary, 't would not seem fair
to define access exclusively in terms of a corporation's ability to
purchase space or time.

92

But the access question, too, is clouded.

That is, if even voluminous media publicity for a corporation is not to

)

A

,93

be construed as the kind of effective access visualized by-Gerte,

and neither is advertising or even an opportunity to,reply to
defamation, then what is?

Perhaps the most plausible explanation is that evidence of
corporate access to the media is essentially icing on the cake.

That

is, if any doubt remains after the "public controversy,"'"voluntaryc

injection,l' and "attempt to influence" questions are answered,-evidence

of media acces confirms public figurelStatus.

4

'The Public/Private Status
of Businessmen and Executives

An examination of 13 libel cases since Gertz in which.businessmen

c.

,

and executives sued the medka, and in which the plaintiff's public/private
status was addressed, i'eveals that a slight majority P- 7 of 13 -- were
held to be public figures.

94

These findings differ sharply from those

regarding corporate plaintiffs,,the vast majority of which were found'
to be private figu4s. 95
clear.

The reason for the difference is not immediately

To sote degree, it may simply be that media attention is most

.likely to be directed at businessmen who have alreadyjDecome conspicuous
and voluntarily newSworthy

n qua bus nessmen are more

likely to voluntarily. inject themselves into public controversies than
s

corporationS qua corporations.

It may also be that only eight years

haVe passed since Gertz, and even less time since Supreme Court libel
cases subsequent to Gertz, and that over time the difference may
disappear.

-16-

.

In any case, as with the corporate praintiffs, there is a

correlation between findings that businessmen are private figures and
their success as plaintiffs.

Four of the six cases in which they were

,

found to be private figures resulted in decisions wholly or partially
favorable to the plaintiff.

96

In every case where the businessman or

executive'was held to be. a public figure, he lost.

And again, the courts

*focused on whether a public controversy was ithrolved, whether the

plaintiff voluntaLly injected himself ,into it in an effort to affect
its outcome, and the access the plaintiff had to the media.

Public ControVersy?

Again, whatever controversy exists cannot simply be manufactured
by the media;

97

and it must be more than a vague general concern, but

'should.involve a speqific question the outcome of which affects the
public in an appreciable way." Thus, for purposes of a suit brought

by a former consumer cooperative executive, public controversies
existed over the comtercial viability of cooperatives and over the
99

wisdom of certain policies he was advocating.

But for.purposes of

a suit.by a pet shop owner, public controversy apparently did not
exist over conditions in'his pet shop -- at least not until the
allegedly defamatorycomplaints about those conditions were broadcaSt.

100

Pubric controversy can be created by a non-tedia third-party, such
as when a person becomes the subject of major gdvernment investigations
and'criminal prosecutio

Unfortunately, however, the libel decisions involving businessmen
and executives-do little better -- and perhaps worse -- a job than the
corporate-plaintiff cases in wrestling with the public controversy
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question102
.

For 'example, ip,ROsanova v.-Playboy Enterprises, Inc.,

a plaintiff who complained that te had\been falsely called a mobster
was held to be a public figure in part because he.Was socially
acquainted with persons identified as organized crime figures and
-

because of his "involvements related to the subject matter ofthe

article"103
.

But while this might arguably amount to vOluntary

injection into a controversy, the court never clearly defined what the
essential "public controversy" was.

104,

The result is confusion of two
More often, however,

imtortant parts of the Gertz public fi ure test.
courts have simply not addressed the "p b
all.

c controviksy" question at
N?

105
C,4

Voluntary Injection into Controversy?

Just being an executive is not the equivalent of voluntary
injection into controversy,

106

nor is.merely making corporate policy.

107

That is logical since otherwise virtually every business exeCutive would
inherently become a limited purpose public figure.

Replying to an
108

-

allegedlydefamatory story is not autoinatically "injection."

Having

sought publicity in connection with one incident in the past is not
the equivalent of injection into a present issue.

109

But regularly 1

taking a strong-stand on controversial iSsues is "injection,"110 as is
consciously and purposely setting out to advocate certain corporate
policies, especially when they are of great interest to consumers.

1

reel

All of this seems Consistent with Gertz and its progeny, but some
cases have'nevertheless muddied the injection question.

"For example,

in Korbar v. Hite, a court found a credit union president to be a public,/

figure in a libel suit oyer a union newspaper article critical.of his

.t

1-

conduct.

/-

112

But the; court confufed matters somewhat by finding it

significant that the article was published in a union paper by a credit
113

union member concerning a matter of general interest to membership.

Tfil; raises the.slippery question4of whetheeit should ever matter who
makes a-defamatory attack and in what context,

.In other wórds,\could

a businessman or executive be found to voluntarily inject himself into
a controversy-Within his business world,but not outside it?

And if so,

could he be a public figure for libel purposes within the business
world, but not outside it -- for a publication serving a specialized
audience within the executive's business world; bUt not for a pub,lication

reporting the dispute to a general audience?
In Rosanova v. Playboy Enterprises, Inc., a court found that the
executive director of-an inrf and country club was a publiC figure for
,

purposes of,a lbel suit against a magazine that had'all&gedly4referred
to hinias a mobster.

In so doi.ng, the court noted that he had voluntarily
1

maintained social coritact with persons identified as organized crime
figures

114

-- a Sleemingly liberal definition of voluntary-anjectitn.

An appears court agreed with this reasoning, but added that public
figure status "does not depend'up9n the, desires of an.individual....

Comment upon pdople.and activities of legitimate pubkic concern often
illuminates that which yearns for shadow."

115

Such reasoning appears

to confuse voluntary and iniroluntary injection into coni.roversy.

rhaps.what we have here is a rare.example of the Gertz involuntary
public figure.
standards

117

is muddied.

116

Or is the court confusing the Rosenbloom and Gertz

In either case, the definition of "voluntary injection"

o
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Attempt toanflgence?
,Xs with the corpqrate plaintiff.cases, courts have given short
shrift to the pestion of whether businessmen and execiitives have

actually attetpted to influence the outcome of controversies into which they inject themselves.

1hei6ases that have addessed the question
en:

indicate that the plaintiff "either must have been purposely trying to
influence ,the outcome or could realistically have been expected, because

of his position in the controversy, to have an impact on its resolution.'
3

,118

.

Thus', for example, the consumer cooperative executive in Waldbaum v.

Fairchild Publications, Inc, was found to hame tried to influence the
outcome of controversy over such issues as-open dating and unit
pricing by his purposeful public adVocacy of those.practices.

119

And

an outspoken newspaper publisher who as a concomitant of his very job
took strong public stands on controversial issues would attempt to
influence the outcome of those issue5.

120

On the other hand, a pet sh
(

owner accused of.keeping animals under poor conditions was found not t

have engaged public attention toinfluence the outcome of any controversy.
Other decisions, however, confuse the issue by considering whether

the plaintiffhad invited attention and comment.

122'

F r example, in

Rosanova, a court noted that the plaintiff had Voluntarily engag
a course,that was bound to inviie attention and comment."

123

But the

-

court did not clearly conclude that the plaintiff had attempted to
influence the outcome of an issue.

On the contrary, an appeals court

hearing the same case'noted that the plaintiff probably desired anything
but publicity.

124

The same sort of,conflitsion arose in Korbar, When a:

court noted that by being elected president of a credit union, the
plaintiff had invited attention and comment on his official conduct and

121

-

policies.

125
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'But that hardly seems.the same as an attemp t to influence

the outcome of a public cohtroversy.

To repeat a point made during the

discussion of corporate plaintiffs, inviting attention and comment

should result from not amount to, attempt to influence.

126

Meia Access Available?
The courts appear to Have txeated businessmen's and.executives'
50,

media access approximately the same as they have treated corporations'
media access -- as "icing" that confirms the plaintiff's public or priirate
status.

127

Consequently, a court noted in Waldbaum that the plaintiff

"was somewhat familiar with press operations and had held press

conference5to discuss [his firm's] policies and operations."

128

On

the other hand, in Wilson v.

ps-Howard Ifroadcasting(Co., the

court observed that, althoUgh th

plaintiff had been given an opportunity

to'respond to the charges against him, he did not'have regular,
-129

continuing media access.

Again, thiS is consistent with Gertz's

,

\
suggeSlon that a plaintiff's media access is less.an indicator of
.

,

7

.

public or private status thanj:t is a justification for giving public
,

.

and private plaintiffs different degrees Of protection.

130

Implications

-When the corporate plaintiffs and businessman/gxecutive plaintiffs
,

are lumped together, it is clear that well more than hilf were found to
be private figures! 31

Such asfinding suggests an enhanced opportunity
4

for corporations and businessmen to proteêt their reputations and fight
back legarily against careless, inaccurate reporting.

For the press,

this finding may not bode well, since in most cases the private figure

2 .t
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plaintiff will not have to prove "actual malice."

That, in turn, may

make it more difficult for defendants to obtain early summary judgment.

132

But the situation is complicated by decisions that gre difficult to
reconcile and by the difficulty in predicting easily who is and who is
not/likely to be held a public figure.133
Nevertheless, at least some general suggestions can be made.

Journalists.must ask,themselves whether defamatory statements they wish
to report.concert a publi

controversy.

L

-They should remember that the

courts have defined public controversy quite

narro4

it from a topic that is merely of public concern.

and distinguished

If the journalist

believes there is a public controversy, he must ask himself who created
it.

If the journalist created it simply by choosing to write about it,

the cOurts may well%not consider it a public controversy_

If the

plaintiff or a third party previously created'the *controversy, it is
more likely to 'be held a public'controversy.

Journalistsioalso.mUst seriously consider whether a corporation or

businessman/executve has voluntarily
controversy.

done(

anything to enter a public

SiMply offering an opportunity for the defamed to reply

will not be taken as proof-of voluntary ifijection, something journalists
would be wise to remember.

On the other hand, having given a

corporation or businessman continuing access to express viewpoints vould
seem to be a plus, although it is hardly determinative of public figure
stattis.

In essence, then, journalists should remember that it is difficult
r)1,
414,

for the media, in and of themselves, to create a limited-purpose public
-figure out of a corporation or businessman -- particularly one who has
done little pore than conduct business as usual.

Andjburnalists should

-22,

a

not forget that the burden of proving public figure status is on the
defendant, not the plaintiff.

134

Of course, we do not wish to overstate the risk to the media.

Corporations and businessmen who areheld tO beTublic figures must
4

meet the demanding "tual malice" standard of'New York Times v.
./

Sullivan; those who are held to be private figures must still show some
/degree of fault by. the Media.

And, as'Franklin has found, most libel
'

defendants ultimately win.

135

But the fact that courts are finding many

.

encourage.suits

corporations and businessmen to be private figures ma

that otheTwise would not have been filed.' At the very least-, this can
be expensive and nerve-racking for the media; at wierst, it can\result
in major damage awards and make theimediv. reluctant to probe deeply and
fearlessly into the business world.

'Yet, aS Chief Justice Warren noted

,16 years ago, "[i]ncreasingly in this country, the distinctions between
governmental and private sectors are blurred.
the 1930's and Wen'

Since the depression of

War II there has been a rapid fusion of economic

and political power, a merging of science, indystry, and government,
and a high degree of interaction between the intellectual, governmental,
and busine§t worlds."

136

It would be unfortunate indeed for both press

and business if this movdMent in libel Jaw discouraged reporting on a

subject that so badly neds attention.
4

Summary

This paper has considered how and why courts"have been deciting
X
the public/private status of corporations and businessmen since Gértz.
4.

The majority of such plaintiffs have been found to be private figures,
primarily because they i.40re not involved in public controversies or

20
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betause they did not voluntarily inject tfiemselves into such controversies.
1

The implications of such results were considered, and concern was expressed
that this trend may discourage reporting on business.
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A

U.S.L.W. 3351 (1981), dismissed, 50. U.S.L.W. 3505 (1982) (prominent

cattle rancher); Lawler v. Gallagher President's Report, Inc.,

394 F

721 (S.D,N.Y. 1975) (former corporate vice president).
and note 50 supra.

95.

See p.

96.

See cases cited in note 94 supra,.

7

Decisions favorable to

plaintiff resulted in Takett, Dixson, Wilson, and Lawlor.

The favorable

rulings included affirmance of jury verdicts for plaintiffs, affirming
lower court private, figure decision and reversing lower court decision
far defendant.

In Martin v. Griffin TeleVision, Inc., a court held the

plaintiff a private figure but reversed a verdict for plaintiff and
remanded'for new

rig1 because jury was not required to follow Gertz

standards on fault and damages.

In Girobe v. Three Village Herald,

plaintiff was held to be private figure but was unable to'prove fault.
P

97.

See, e.g., Rosanova v. Playboy Enterprises, Inc., 411 F.Supp.

at 445 (plaintiff's public figurp status did not result merely from

unfavorable publicity About him), and Wilson v. Scripps-Howard Broadcasting
( Co., 642 F.2d 'at 374 (media cstory alleging that many of plaintiff's

cattle died because he was too broke to feed them apparently did not
create requisite public controversy).

-34-

98.

Waldbaum v. Fairchild Publications, Inc., 627 F.2d at 1296-97.
4

99.
100.

Id. at 1299.

Martin v. Griffin Television, Inc., 549 P.2d 85 (Sup. Ct.

Okla. 1976).
101.

Rosanova v. Playboy Enterprises, Inc., 411 F.Supp. at 444-45.

102.

A notable exception is Waldbaum v. Fairchild Publications,

Inc., 627 F.2d 1287 (D.C. Cir. 1980), which is an admirable attempt
at defining the concept.
103.

411 F.Supp. at 444-45.

104.

Compare Rosanova with Ranclio La Costa v. Super. Ct., 106

,Ca1.App.3d 646, 165 Cal.Rptr. 347 (Ct. App. 1980), in which a court

concluded that there is no public controversy over the desirability of
organized crime since all responsible people oppose it.
105.

See, e.g., Dixson*v. Newsweek, Inc. 562 F.24 '626 ,(10th

1977) (affirming $45,000 award to former airline vice, president); Taskett

v, King Broadcasting Co., 546 P.2d 81 (Sup. Ct. Wash:, 1976) (honing
advertising executive to be priyate person and adopting negligence
standard for private-person libel plaintiffs).
106. 'Lawler v. Gallagher President's Report, -Inc.,Y.394 6upp. at
731; Waldbaum v. Fairchild Publications, Inc., 627 F.2d at 1299.
see

But

Korbar v. Hite, 357 N.E.2d at 139.
107.

Waldbaum v. Fairchild Publications, Inc., 627 F.2d at 1299.

108.

Wilson v. Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co., 642 F.2d at 374;.

Waldbaum v. Fairchild Publications, Inc., 627 F.2d at 1298.n. 31.
109.

Wilson v. Scripps-Howard Broadcasting Co., 642 F.2d at 374.

110.

Loeb v. Glo8e Newspaper Co., 489 F.Supp. at 485.

111.

Waldbaum y. Fairchild Publications, Inc., 627 F.2d at 1299.
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112.

357 N.E.2d 135.

113.

Id. at 139.

114.

411 F.Supp. at 444-45.

115.

Rosanova v. Tlayboy Enterprises, inc., 580 F.2d at 861.

116.

See Nichols, supra note 34.

See also Trans World Accounts,
A

inc. v. Associated Press, 425 F.Supp. at 1349 (FTC complaint drew
0

plaintiff into controversy).

I.

117.

See p. 3

118.

Waldbaum v.- FairChild publications, Inc., 627 F.2d at 1297.

supra.

T.
A/

119.

Id: at 1300.

120.

Loeb v. Globe Newspaper Co.,'489 F.Supp. at485.

121.

Martin v. Griffin Television% Inc./ 549 P.2d at 89.

122.

See pp. 13-14 supra.

123.

411 F.Supp. at 445.

124.

580 F.2d at 861.

125.

357 N.E.2d at 139.

126.

See p. 14 supra.

127.

See p. 15'supra.

128.

627.F.2d at 1300.

129.

642 F.2d at 374.

130.

See p.

14 and note 90 supra.

131. .Seventeen of 30 -- 57 percent -- were found to be private
figures.
132.

See Note,: Waldbaum v. Faichild Publications, Inc.: Giving.

Objectivity to the Definition of Public Figures, 30 Cath. U. L. Rev.
307, 329 (1981).

,r

,

.133.

Gertz's progeny -- Firestone, Wolston and Hutchinson --

apparently have not essentially changed the way lower courts have
interpreted Gertz.

Fr2klin, supranote 7 at 830-31.

Nor does our

own study'indicate that those three cases,have obviously affecte
public/privatip staIll determinations.
134.

R. SACK, LIBEL, SLANDER AND RELATED PROBLEMS 209 (1980);

and Note, supra note 132 at $25 n. 122.
135.

Franklin, supra mites 5'.,and.7.

136..

Curtis Publishing Co. v. Butts, 388 U.S. at 163 (Warren, C.J.
;

concurring).
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